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This week, I will learn and read about:

Decodable 
Reader

High-Frequency Words

Spelling Words

basket me ten

buns nut top

fun on

gets picnic

hot pop

into pot

leg put

When 
Will It 
Pop? 

Decodable Reader

When Will It Pop?

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.
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into not

me

set

uson

men put

Phonics

	✽ o as in hot

	✽ e as in ten

	✽ u as in nut

	✽ two-syllable words 

b a s ek t

p i c in c
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Fluency

leg us now wet rabbit

log put jog which magnet

cap cut sit mop mitten

me into on these contest

Ten Hot Buns
(Sing to the tune of “Hot Cross Buns.”)

Ten hot buns,

Ten hot buns.

In a basket,  

On a picnic. 

Ten hot buns.

Tom and Jen
 Tom and Jen go on a picnic. They 
get a basket. They put nuts into the 
basket. They put napkins into the 
basket. Tom and Jen have fun!
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High-Frequency Words
Choose a word from the box  
to complete each sentence.  
Write the word on the line.

Phonics
Choose the word that completes each sentence.  
Write it on the line.

not

set

us

on

put

into

men

me

1. Jan said she will sit with us  .
2. Do  run in the mud!

3. Dot got  the big van. 

4.  I  the cup down there. 

5. Jed  napkins in the basket. 

6. A cat sat  my lap. 

7. The rabbit likes  to pet him.

8. The two  are on that jet.

1. Mom gives me a big 

hug     hut     hum

hug  .

2. Ted has a 
let     pet     yet

 cat.

3. Do not set the mop on the 
bed     bet     beg

 .

4. Ben can make a dot with a 
put     pen     pet

 .

5. Ken ran for the 
bid     bam     bus

 .

6. Val will nap on that 
cub     cot     cut

 .
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✦

✶

magnet

basket

cabin

helmet

magnet

mitten

napkin 

picnic

puppet

rabbit

Phonics
Choose a word from the box 
that names each picture. 
Write the word on the line.
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Discover Phonics for Foundational Literacy is a dynamic,  
fully interactive print and digital English language arts foundational 
skills program designed to build phonemic awareness and phonetic 
skills children need to become strong, lifelong readers. Engaging songs, 
manipulatives, decodable readers, media, and hands-on games and 
activities motivate and teach children as they embark on an adventure  
to discover (and master!) the amazing world of phonics.
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